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What is a brand?

Overview

Brands are many things to many people. Yet, we rarely stop to think about them. If we want

to create powerful brands, though, surely we need to question what a brand is. In this session

we will explore this question. We will see that, when you scratch beneath the surface, there is

no easy answer to the question “What is a brand?”.

Learning of objectives

By the end of this session you should be able to:

 Contextualise brand theory and advertising practice in the history of marketing.

 Distinguish between products and brands.

 Define input and output perspectives and brand assets, personality and relationships.

A history of branding and advertising

Branding, it is often said, began to identify the owner of an object in the absence of any

unique physical markings. For example, farmers would “brand” their cattle by burning a

marking or logo into their skin. This would help them to distinguish their herd from others.

As a result, if a cow ran away or was stolen, they could reclaim it. As McLaughlin (2011)

puts it: ‘In the first sense of the word, then, a brand is simply the non-generic name for a

product that tells us the source of the product’.

It is still common to define brands as a mark of ownership or origin (see Kotler’s definition

or the American Marketing Association). But there is a longer history to branding than this.

People have long marked objects not simply to identify their ownership. They have also done

it to magically add value to an object. Raw materials, for example, have long been marked

with seals and stamps to demonstrate they meet official standards; guilds and craftsman mark

the objects they make as proof of their quality; artists sign their works to ensure originality.

In each of these examples, the identifying mark does something special. It created an

additional economic value beyond the physical object itself. Two identical paintings, for

instance, have different values if one was an original and the other a counterfeit.

So, while bands started to identify ownership, over time they have developed to add value to

objects. Tedlow explains that when a manufacture could ‘put his own name on millions of

small packages … and distribute those packages nationally thanks to the railroad and

telegraph, he could advertise nationally. The result was that he could transform the name of

his product into a kind of supername – a brand’ (1993: 12). Eventually, manufacturers

realised that they didn’t even need to make the products themselves. Retailers, for example,

launched their own brands trying to target particular market segments and paid others to

make the actual products. Large manufacturers, too, released multiple brands each appealing

to a different customer base. With this, modern brand management was born. Instead
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identifying ownership or origin, the aim is to manage consumers’ perceptions. As

McLaughlin puts it: ‘Marketers realized that they could create a specific perception in

customers’ minds concerning the qualities and attributes of each non-generic product or

service. They took to calling this perception “the brand”’.

Products and brands

Conceptually, rather than historically, marketers often distinguish a brand from other

components of products. A generic product or commodity is simply a material object. Water

from the tap, for example, is a commodity. A brand, in contrast, helps consumers to

distinguish between commodities even if the differences have nothing to do with the material

object itself. This is why restaurants and bars charge for Perrier or Smart Water but give tap

water away for free. As de Chernatony, McDonald and Wallace explain: ‘The difference

between a brand and a commodity can be summed up in the term “added values”, which are

the additional attributes or intangibles that the consumer perceives as being embodied in the

product’ (2011: 18).

Marketing theory assumes that consumers want all sorts of things from products. They help

them to do, think, feel, communicate or experience things – often all at the same time. The

key for marketers is to understand which bundle of benefits are important to their consumers.

As Theodore Levitt put it: “People don’t want to buy a quarter-inch drill, they want a quarter-

inch hole”. In this respect, products and services deliver their bundle of benefits in different

ways. They have a physical component, a functional component, a competitive component,

augmented services, intangible values and customer perceptions.

Input and output perspectives on brands

Marketers have traditionally thought about brands as being something they created in

addition to products thanks to their brand assets – that is a product’s ‘name, packaging, and

price, its history, its reputation, and the way it’s advertised’ (Ogilvy, 1983). Such brand

assets have financial value for organizations (sometimes called brand equity). The economic

value of these assets comes from the barriers to entry they introduce and the loyal customer

base (or future income) they guarantee. Companies with strong brands tend to out-perform

other stocks and tend to have market capitalisation well beyond their book value.

Yet, de Chernatony, McDonald and Wallace argue: ‘It is imperative to recognise that while

marketers instigate the branding process (branding as an input), it is the buyer or the user who

forms a mental picture of the brand (branding as an output), which may be different from the

intended marketing thrust’ (2011: 30). Brands are increasingly not treated as something an

organization “owns” but are seen as something the consumer creates. In this regard, more

recent contributions to brand theory have questioned whether the image, identity and

reputation of a brand are equal. Brand researchers distinguish between the brand identities

organizations hope to create, the fluctuating images consumers perceive in the marketplace

and the relatively stable reputation of a brand that persists over time (de Chernatony, 1999).

So, the value of brands to consumers does not come purely from the brand assets. Rather,
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consumers develop relationships with brand personalities (Aaker and Fournier, 1995;

Fournier, 1998).

It’s complicated

While brands started out as a simple way of identify who owned what, as markets have

developed and consumers become more sophisticated, the functions brands serve has

expanded. They are now multifaceted.

Essential reading

Cluley, R (2017) Essentials of Advertising, London: Kogan Page. Chapters 1 and 2.

De Chernatony, L., McDonald, M. and Wallace, E. (2011) Creating Powerful Brands (4th

Edition), London: Butterworth-Heinemann. Chapters 2 and 4.

References and further reading

Aaker, J. and Fournier, S. (1995) ‘A Brand As a Character, a Partner and a Person: Three

Perspectives on the Question of Brand Personality’, in Frank R. Kardes and Mita

Sujan (eds.) Advances in Consumer Research 22: 391-395.

Bastos, W. and Levy, S. J. (2012) ‘A history of the concept of branding: practice and theory’,

Journal of Historical Research in Marketing, 4(3), 347-368.

De Chernatony, L. and Dall’Olmo Riley, F. (1998) ‘Defining a “brand”: beyond the literature

with experts’ interpretations’, Journal of Marketing Management, 14(5): 417-443.

De Chernatony, L. (1999) ‘Brand Management Through Narrowing the Gap Between Brand

Identity and Brand Reputation’, Journal of Marketing Management, 15(1-3): 157-179.

Eckhardt, G. M. and Bengtsson, A. (2009) ‘A brief history of branding in China’, Journal of

Macromarketing, 30(3) 210-221

Fournier, (1998) ‘Consumers and Their Brands: Developing Relationship Theory in

Consumer Research’, Journal of Consumer Research, 24(4): 343-373.

McLaughlin, J. (2011) ‘What is a Brand Anyway’, Forbes (21st Dec), available at

http://www.forbes.com/sites/jerrymclaughlin/2011/12/21/what-is-a-brand-anyway/.

Ogilvy, D. (1983) Ogilvy on Advertising, Toronto: John Wiley and Sons.

Reis, J. and Reis, L. (1998) 22 Immutable Laws of Branding, London: Profile

Richards, J. I. and Curran, C. M. (2002) ‘Oracles on “advertising”: Searching for a

definition’, Journal of Advertising, 31(2), 63-77.

Stern, B. B. (2006) ‘What does brand mean? Historical-analysis method and construct

definition’, Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, 34(2), 216-223.

Tedlow, R. S. (1993) ‘The fourth phase of marketing: Marketing history and the business

world today’, in Richard S. Tedlow and Geoffrey Jones (eds) (1993) The rise and fall

of mass marketing, London: Routledge.
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Consumers and brands

Overview

If we want to understand how brands influence consumers, we surely need to understand the

process of consumption. In particular, from a marketing perspective, we want to understand

how consumers make decisions prior to buying a product or service. If we know this, we can

begin to explore how we can influence those decisions through branding. With this in mind,

in this section, we will explore two models of consumer decision making. First we will

explore the information processing (or problem solving) model. Second the theory of planned

behaviour.

Learning of objectives

By the end of this section you should be able to:

 Describe the five steps of the information-processing model of consumer decision-

making.

 Discriminate high, limited and low involvement decisions.

 Describe the relationship between beliefs, attitudes, intentions and behaviours.

 Identify consumer motivations.

How consumers make decisions: problems and information processing

Consumer research attempts to explain how people make purchase decisions and use products

and services. A dominant model here is known as the information processing model (IPM)

(Bettman, 1970). It imagines consumers as problem-solvers and tells us that most consumer

decisions start once the consumer has recognised a problem. After this, they ‘calmly and

carefully integrate as much information as possible with what they already know about a

product, painstakingly weighing the pluses and minuses of each alternative, and arriving at a

satisfactory decision’ (Solomon, Barmossy, Askegaard and Hogg, 2010: 315). The basic

information procession model sets out five steps through which consumers make decisions:

Problem recognition; Information search; Alternative evaluation; Acquisition; Post-purchase

evaluation. Each of these steps offers an opportunity for marketing managers to intervene in

some way.

Involvement and types of problem solving

However, not all decisions are identical. Some closely follow the information processing but

others do not. At one end of the spectrum, we have extended problem-solving where each

step in the model is followed in detail. At the other extreme we have habitual decisions

where many steps are missed out. In between we have routine problem-solving and impulse

buys.

Research tells us that the extent of problem-solving typically undertaken for a decision is

linked to a consumer’s involvement in that decision. Consumers are highly involved in
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decisions which carry some risk. Each consumer not only has a different attitude towards risk

but a different capacity to absorb different types of risks. Broadly speaking, the risks that

influence consumers’ decisions come in five forms: monetary risks, function risks, physical

risks, social risks and psychological risk. Consumers with low risk capital cannot afford to

make a bad choice and, therefore, can be assumed to engage in more extended problem

solving.

Understanding these different types of decisions allows marketers to shape their interventions

more effectively. If, for example, consumers in a target market tend to be highly involved in a

decision and engage in extended problem-solving, marketers have many opportunities to

shape their decision. They might want to focus on providing consumers with accurate

information to satisfy consumers that there is little risk involved with their brand.

How consumer make decisions: perception, attitudes and intentions

In contrast to IPM, many consumer researchers understand decisions by focusing on

consumers’ attitudes. They argue that decisions are not always influenced by the information

or processing but are always influenced by consumer attitudes. An attitude can be thought of

as a as ‘general disposition’ to an object (Ajzen, 1991: 180). They are made up of cognitive

components covering our beliefs, affective components covering our feelings and behavioral

components covering the tendency we have to act a certain way.

The preeminent model relating consumer attitudes to decisions is the theory of planned

behavior (Ajzen, 1991). It starts from the assumption that our behaviours are guided,

primarily, by our intentions. What we intend to do emerges, in turn, from what we feel we

should do, what we want to do and what we think we can do. It has been shown to offer

statistically reliable explanations for such behaviors as taking a multi-vitamin pill,

participating in regular exercise, using cannabis, using a condom and eating a low fat-diet

among other behaviors (Azjen, 2002).

The theory of planned behavior has important consequences for branding and advertising

practice. It tells us that people do not act on the basis of what is said but who says it and how

they say it. In short, information sent by marketers to consumers is not important, the

information that consumers perceive is. For this reason a great of academic research explores

issues of perception – that is, the process by which stimuli are ‘selected, organized and

interpreted’ (Solomon, Barmossy, Askegaard and Hogg, 2010: 119). They explore the effects

of colour and music on the interpretation of advertising and brand logos, smell and visual

stimulation in retail stores and the touch and taste of products. They also explore the role of

symbolism and imagery as a short cue for complex messages.

It’s complicated

Consumer behavior is incredibly hard to explain. None of the models tells us everything. One

of the biggest problems for consumer researchers is that consumers are often unaware of what

they do – let alone why or how they consume certain things. A branch of consumer research

known as “motivation research” tells us that we should differentiate between manifest
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motives and attitudes which consumers are happy to admit to and latent motives and attitudes

which can often be far more potent predictors of consumer behaviors but far less acceptable

even to consumers themselves.

Supplementary reading

Holbrook, M. B. and Hirschman, E. C. (1982) ‘The experiential aspects of consumption:

Consumer fantasies, feelings, and fun’, Journal of Consumer Research, 9(2): 132-

140.

Solomon, M. R., Barmossy, G., Askegaard, S. and Hogg, M. K. (2013) Consumer Behaviuor:

a European Perspective, London: Prentice Hall (Chapters 4, 7, 8, 9).

References and further reading

Azjen, I. (1991) ‘The Theory of Planned Behavior’, Organizational Behavior and Human

Decision Processes, 50: 179-211.

Azjen, I. (2002) ‘Perceived Behavioral Control, Self-Efficacy, Locus of Control, and the

Theory of Planned Behavior’, Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 32(4): 665-683.

Bettman, J. (1970) ‘Information Processing Models of Consumer Behavior’, Journal of

Marketing Research: 370-376.
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The psychology of advertising

Overview

We have explored some foundational models of consumer decision-making to help us

understand how brands have an influence on consumers. We can now link these ideas into

models and explanations of advertising effectiveness. That is to say we can think about how

advertising works to build brands.

Learning of objectives

By the end of this section you should be able to:

 Describe the IPM and ELM.

 Explain the importance of symbolism and emotion in effective advertising.

 Identify limits to psychological theories of advertising.

Information processing model

The IPM is based on the assumption that behaviors are, ultimately, the result of information.

If we have new information, we will make different decisions when buying a product,

choosing a brand, considering who to vote for etc. What is important, then, is to understand

how information is stored, retained and acted on. IPM directs us to understand consumer

memory.

Elaboration Likelihood Model

One of the problems with IPM is that rarely, in reality, do consumers actually go through the

process it sets out. Consequently, research relying on IPM has produced strange results. In an

attempt to sort out these contradictions, Petty and Cacioppo (1981) produced the elaboration

Likelihood Model (ELM). The fundamental idea behind ELM is that persuasion depends on

the extent to which someone thinks (or elaborates) about the message. Someone might think

about a particular advert a lot but other adverts might interest them less. To account for these

factors, the ELM traces two ‘routes’ through which an advert can be processed: the central

route and the peripheral route. It is a dual processing model and focus our attention on

attitude, emotion and liking. One significant benefit of the ELM in comparison to the IPM is

that it helps to explain why people do not always pay a great deal of attention to adverts (low

involvement processing). This is, of course, actually the most common way we engage with

adverts. The idea that advertising works through limited information processing continues to

interest researchers. Numerous academics have attempted to explain the “non-conscious” or

“subconscious” influence of adverts such as Heath (2012) and Bargh (2002).

Motivation and symbolism

A final psychological theory of advertising takes us back to motivation research. It is based

on a theory of consumer psychology known as “depth psychology”. It tells us that brands
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should use adverts to link products and brands with consumers’ inbuilt instinctual drives

through the use of emotive and symbolic imagery.

Hierarchy of effects

Each of these models has limitations (see Ehrenberg, 1974/2000). The ‘hierarchy of effects’

perspective helps us here. It tells us that in some cases consumers start with information and

in others they start from their attitudes. This allows us to categorize products, consumers and

decisions in terms of a hierarchy of effects which, in turn, allows brand managers to focus

their attention where it matters (Lavidge and Steiner, 1961).

Essential reading

Cluley, R (2017) Essentials of Advertising, London: Kogan Page. Chapter 6.

References and further reading

Bargh, J. A. (2002) ‘Losing Consciousness: Automatic Influences on Consumer Judgment,

Behavior, and Motivation’, Journal of Consumer Research, 29(2): 280-285.

Cialdini, R. B. (2009) Influence: Science and Practice, London: Pearson.

Ehrenberg, A. (1974/2000) ‘Repetitive Advertising and the Consumer’, Journal of

Advertising Research, 40(6): 39-48.

Heath, R. (2012) Seducing the Subconscious: The Psychology of Emotional Influence in

Advertising, London: Wiley-Blackwell.

Lavidge, R. J. and Steiner, G. A. (1961) ‘A Model for Predictive Measurements of

Advertising Effectiveness’, Journal of Marketing, 25(October), 59-62.

Petty, R. E. and Cacioppo, J. T. (1981) ‘Message involvement as a moderator of the effects

on attitude of advertising content and context’ in Advanced in Consumer Research, 8:

20-24.

Petty, R. E, Cacioppo, J. T., and Schumann, D. (1983) ‘Central and Peripheral Routes to

Advertising Effectiveness: The Moderating Role of Involvement’, Journal of

Consumer Research, 10: 135-146.

Schumann, D. W., Kotowki, M. R., Ahn, A. and Haugtvedt, C. P. (2012) ‘The Elaboration

Likelihood Model: A 30 Year Review’, in Shelly Rodgers and Esther Thorson (eds)

(2012) Advertising Theory, London: Routledge.

Vakratsas, D. and Ambler, T. (1999) ‘How advertising works: what do we really know?’, The

Journal of Marketing, 63(1): 26-43.
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Brand Management

Overview

Now we understand how consumers make decisions and how advertising works, we can

begin to apply these ideas to branding and brand management. Brand management is the

process through which organizations control their brands. It involves a number of tasks such

as managing brand portfolios and lifecycles, brand strategy and positioning and measuring

brand value and brand identity. It also involves evaluating the effectiveness of specific

advertising techniques and executions (brand lift).

Learning of objectives

By the end of this section you should be able to:

 Organize a brand portfolio.

 Reflect strategically on branding practices.

 Evaluate brand equity and identity.

Brand portfolios and lifecycles

It is rare that an organization offers a single product or service. Rather, most have a range of

offerings to meet different consumer needs. This creates one of the most fundamental

branding problems from a brand management perspective: How do various products and

services fit together to form a brand image (identity and reputation)? To answer this question

we can adopt a portfolio perspective. A portfolio is the name given to the range of products

and services an organization offers. They can be organized in two broad ways: a house of

brands or a branded house.

Strategically, one question brands must answer when deciding on their portfolio approach is

whether they want to operate in a single market or across multiple markets. For example,

umbrella brands display their corporate brand and the product name cross a range of

markets. Master brands stay within one broad product category but offer a range of different

options. Here, the aim is for each product to support the corporate brand and avoid diluting its

brand value. In addition it is also important to understand where each brand is positioned on

its lifecycle. Brands tend to move through set lifecycles from a build-up/challenger phase to a

very mature/leader phase. Finally, brand managers must also consider where their brands

influence consumer decisions. This allows them to understand how to brand within a

marketing channel. Consumer products often have one brand aimed at end users. However,

some products include two or more brands - one for end-users, another for retailers,

wholesalers etc. Indeed, retailers and wholesalers may have their own brands.

Brand positioning

While brand portfolios allow organizations to decide how to relate their various offerings to

each other, it is also necessary for brands to think about how they relate to other offerings in
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their market. This is known as positioning. The basic point behind positioning is that

consumers can only express a preference for a brand if it is differentiated from the

competition in a meaningful way. This could be in terms of price, product features, quality or

symbolic values. There are many different ways to differentiate brands. Typically, though,

the process starts with a market map.

Brand equity and its indicators

Brands have various forms of value that marketing managers needs to account for. Broadly

speaking there are two approaches: the financial approach (or brand equity) and the

marketing approach. To assess the ongoing value of a brand, brand managers evaluate or

track the brand lift produced by specific advertising campaigns. They might look at financial

measures such as sales or profit. Brand lift tends to be measure through A/B testing methods

(sometimes called pre-post methods).

Essential reading

De Chernatony, L., McDonald, M., & Wallace, E. (2010). Creating Powerful Brands.

London: Routledge. Chapters 11 and 12.

References and further reading

Aaker, D. A. (1996) ‘Measuring brand equity across products and markets’, California

Management Review, 38(3): 102-120.

De Chernatony, L. (1999) ‘Brand management through narrowing the gap between brand

identity and brand reputation’, Journal of Marketing Management, 15(1-3): 157-179.

Laforet, S. (2015) ‘Managing brand portfolios: audit of leading grocery supplier brands 2004

to 2012’, Journal of Strategic Marketing, 23(1): 72-89.

Kapferer, J. N. (2008) The New Strategic Brand Management – Creating and Sustaining

Brand Equity Long Term, London: Kogan Page.

Serota, K. B. and Bhargava, M. (2010) ‘Brand-usage networks: a demand side approach to

brand architecture’, Journal of Strategic Marketing, 18(6): 451-471. 4

Sharp, B. (2010) How brands grow: What marketers don't know, Melbourne: Oxford

University Press.

Wood, L. (2000) ‘Brands and brand equity: definition and management’, Management

Decision, 38(9): 662-669.
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Business-to-Business Branding and

Personal Branding

Overview

Not all brands are designed around end users of products and services. Business-to-business

(B2B) branding shares some features with business-to-consumer (B2C) branding but there

are some notable differences. The concept of value creation is important to understanding

branding activities in such contexts and marks a distinction between B2B and B2C brands.

Personal brands, too, are a distinct form of brands that we need to consider.

Learning of objectives

By the end of this section you should be able to:

 Describe value co-creation and service-dominant logic.

 Articulate similarities and differences between branding on B2C and B2B markets.

 Define the role of personal branding in B2B and B2C contexts.

B2C and B2B

Consumers make decisions in relatively structured ways depending on their involvement with

a product or service. The same is true of businesses. There are, though, some characteristics

of business markets that make them fundamentally different to consumer markets. For

example, there are fewer buyers who normally buy in larger volumes. Buyers are often

geographically-concentrated (e.g. Silicon Valley). Normally, it is a buying centre that makes

decisions in B2B markets not a single buyer. The typical buying centre comprises an initiator,

user, influencer, decider, approver, buyer and various gatekeepers (Kotler and Pföertsch

(2006). Among the buying unit there are a range of ‘hard factors’ such as price, functionality,

quality, delivery and ‘soft factors’ such as trust, time pressure, image benefits that can

influence the decision-making process. However, it is wrong to think that B2C and B2B

branding are completely separate. B2C branding practices can influence decisions made at a

B2B level. Equally, changes in consumer markets can fundamentally change the types of

things business do.

Value, Value Co-Creation and the Service-Dominant Logic

Some supplier-customer relationships are very close. Here parties work together on long-term

bases (Mudambi, 2002). Accordingly, Vargo and Lusch (2004) argued that many markets are

now typified by a “service-dominant logic”. Rather than value physical objects (products or

goods), businesses and consumers tend to focus on intangibles values - rather than buying a

book, consumers want to access to more knowledge. Rather than buying an IT system,

businesses want IT solutions. This focuses attention aon the value-in-use that is created by
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brands and consumers through a product. The technical name for this is value co-creation. It

has encouraged business-to-business brands and researchers to spend a great deal of time

thinking about their relationships, collaborations and interactions (Grönross and Gummeson,

2014). In tech, for instance, there is a move to thinking about “software as a service”.

Personal Branding

Personal branding involves ‘promoting an individual’s strengths and uniqueness to a target

audience’ (Labrecque et. al., 2007: 39). Personal brands can have important endorsement

effects. Spry et. al. explain that endorsement from a celebrity ‘leads to a favourable attitude

toward the endorsed brand’ (2011: 883). Celebrities are able to transfer some of their

personal brand values onto brands. Star salespeople, CEOs and unicorn investors can all play

a similar role thanks to their personal brands. As such, more and more people are focusing on

personal branding. Peters (2007) suggests that everyone thinks of themselves as a brand.

‘Starting today’, he states, ‘you are a brand’ and you need to start ‘thinking like your own

favourite brand manager’.

Essential reading
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Brand Management: Theory, Research and Executive Case Study Exercises, Chapter

2.
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The advertising industry

Overview

Having looked into brand management, we have seen the importance of good advertising in

creating and maintaining powerful brands. There is an organized system that produces most

of the advertising and marketing communications we see. It is called the “advertising

industry”. In this class we will explore how this industry works.

Learning of objectives

By the end of this section you should be able to:

 Describe the advertising production chain.

 Distinguish between full-service agencies, networks and specialists.

 Contextualise contemporary trends in the advertising industry.

 Describe how advertisers maintain their license to operate.

The tripartite industry

The basic “tripartite” structure of the advertising industry involves a simple production chain

between advertisers (also known as “clients”), advertising agencies (also known as “shops”)

and media producers (also known as “content” providers). To link clients and media

producers, agencies have developed a range of services. Agencies which offer them are

known as full-service agencies. They typically involve the following departments or

functions: Account management and planning; Creative; Media planning and buying;

Management and administration. This model of the full service agency has remained in

place for most of the history of modern advertising. However, in recent decades we have seen

the rise of two new forms of advertising organization: networks and specialists.

Working Practices

The relationships between the actors in the advertising production chain are relatively

standardized (Pratt, 2006). Established working practices allow clients to move agencies

easily vice versa. It also allows agencies to work with different media outlets when necessary.

Key activities involved in the production of advertising include: pitching, producing creative

briefs, managing rosters of agencies, managing conflict between clients, calculating

commission, reviewing relationships, entering awards, and establishing effectiveness.

The license to operate

Advertising does not exist in a vacuum. Advertising must be social-acceptable (Harker,

1999). If audiences do not trust advertising or accept that it can be distributed through

particular media, advertisers will be unable to operate. In this regard, there are laws that limit

what advertisers can and cannot do. The ban on tobacco advertising would be a good example
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of such a law. There are also cultural norms such as a general feeling that advertising is not

welcome in schools.

Essential reading
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Practitioner theories

Overview

The advertising industry honours notable practitioners like no other industry. Famous mad

men and women are touchstones for current practitioners – brands in their own right. They

are showered with awards, lend their names to leading agencies and have become

synonymous with particular styles and approaches to advertising.

Learning of objectives

By the end of this section you should be able to:

 Describe scientific advertising and creative advertising

 Identify practitioner theories lying behind advertising executions

 Explain how different practitioner theories shape the advertising industry

 Contextualise contemporary practitioner theories.

Scientific advertising

In the 1920s an approach to advertising emerged known as scientific advertising. It was set

out by Claude Hopkins - a copywriter specializing in highly effective sales promotions. He

set out his ideas in his manual Scientific Advertising (1967/1997). In the 1950s, Hopkins

ideas were updated by another advertising legend called Rosser Reeves. Reeves believed that

the most effective ads were ones which followed scientific advertising and focused on

providing a reason to buy. Good adverts, he believed, must communicate a single benefit to

the consumer that distinguishes the product from all its competitors. As Reeves put, ‘You

must make the product interesting not just make the ad different’. He called this a product’s

‘unique selling proposition’ (USP).

The creative revolution

At the same time as Reeves set his ideas down in print, a second approach to advertising

gained popularity. A group of advertising agents felt that the rules developed by Hopkins and

Reeves made advertising formulaic and repetitive. What was needed, these young advertisers

argued, was bold and brave advertising that would capture consumers’ imaginations. Rather

than interrupt and annoy consumers, this advertising would entertain and engage them. In

other words, they emphasised that advertising could be a creative art. Creative advertisers

argued that humour and drama could build strong and success brands – even if they did not

increase sales in the short term.

Science vs art: Contemporary Practitioner Theory

Hackley (2000) argues that these different approaches to advertising have traditionally

coexisted within agencies as different departments have been set up around their own

perspectives. Kover and Goldberg (1995) argue that precisely because of these different

perspectives, advertising agencies are sites tension. The needs, logics and goals of these
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different approaches work against each other. However, according to Nyilasy and Reid

(2012: 38) advertising practitioners have come to possess a shared ‘sophisticated and

complex set of native theories about how advertising works’. Modern advertisers must switch

between scientific and artistic ideas of advertising when they deem it necessary. While,

logically, these ideas might be contradictory, advertisers refer to a higher-order justification.

The success of advertising depends on the context of the advertising. As Nyilasy and Reid

explain: ‘To practitioners, advertising is situational and different situations may make basic

theories work in different ways – in short, when it comes to regularities of advertising

effectiveness, “it all depends”’ (2012: 40).

Essential reading
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Do media matter?

Overview

Brands and advertisers rely on a range of technologies (or media) to deliver their messages to

consumers. Different technologies allow them to deliver different types of messages in

different types of ways. Understanding what media do and how they do it is, therefore,

essential knowledge for brands.

Learning of objectives

By the end of this section you should be able to:

 Critically evaluate the benefit of media for branding purposes.

 Reflect on the relationship between brands, media and culture.

 Contextualise the changing nature of technology and media ecologies.

 Consider advantages and potential risks of using social media and other digital

marketing tools for branding.

Differentiating media

In order to separate different forms of media it is useful to recognize four key relationships

that media channels can facilitate. The technical name for these relationships is mediations.

These can be described as one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many and many-to-one forms of

mediation. Building on the idea that different types of media channels work in different

ways, we can turn to a foundational idea in media research. This is encapsulated by the

phrase “the medium is the message”. What this means that that rather than focus on the

content of messages that are transmitted on media channels, such as an individual advert, we

should consider the meaning of a media channel itself. This idea was famously set out by a

Canadian writer called Marshall McLuhan – an academic theorist who also worked as a

consultant for advertising agencies – in his (1964/2002) book Understanding Media.

Media ecology

Media do not exist in isolation. They form media ecologies. Typically, media ecologies are

dominated by a single powerful medium. The lightbulb, the newspaper, the radio and,

latterly, television have each been put forward as fundamentally shaping the societies they

operate in. Now, we are now living in an era in which there is no dominant media channel.

The notion of media fragmentation gets at this idea. It suggests that in place of a single

dominant media channel we now have a plurality of media working together. As such, brands

now have to consider how various elements of their media mix work together to produce

integrated marketing communications. What is the role of advertising in regards to the media

ecology? There are two ways it can shape it: advertising can subsidize and popularize

particular media channels and advertising can change the meaning of an existing medium

itself.
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The power of digital and social media in different contexts

Digital media provide many advantages for brands and have been a source of much

innovation. But, while powerful, digital media are also dangerous for brands. The real power

of digital media relies on the way it democratises knowledge sharing, communication and

even the creation and distribution of content. Unlike more traditional media, digital media are

much harder to manage for this reason. It is key for brands to understanding their online

value proposition and to design their digital marketing mix according to the needs of their

consumers. There are a range of elements to this mix including owned websites, paid for

advertising (including programmatic, search and social) and earned user-generated content.

The key is to ensure that the value proposition drives relevant traffic to brand’s sites.
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Social perspectives of advertising

Overview

Researchers argue that brands and advertising have important effects outside of the

marketplace. We will explore the place of brands and advertising in culture and society and

the criticisms of brands and advertising that practitioners have to cope with.

Learning of objectives

By the end of this section you should be able to:

 Highlight social drivers of behaviour exploited through advertising.

 Describe the cultivation effect of advertising and branding.

 Identify cultural and ideological images perpetuated through advertising and

branding.

 Articulate a Marxist critique of advertising.

Social psychology

Within social psychology it is argued that we do act not exclusively on the basis of

information stored in our own internal memory banks but in accordance with the social

setting we find ourselves in. The concept of social proof tells us that people will do whatever

seems normal for their social setting and that they will figure this out by looking at what

others are doing. Importantly, for advertising researchers, it is not only what other people

physically in our social setting are doing that affects us. Media representations of what we

should be doing can be equally as effective as any other form of social proof. Adverts also

motivate us to act through a “call to action”.

Reading ads: Cultivation theory, semiotics and media studies

According to a body of research is known as cultivation theory, the images we see in popular

culture can shape what we think is normal by producing a “mainstream” image of the world.

As Cohen and Weimann summarize: ‘The primary proposition of cultivation theory states

that the more time people spend “living” in the television world, the more likely they are to

believe social reality portrayed on television’ (2000). A number of studies have explored how

trends across advertising contribute to a mainstream image of the world.

Extending this idea, consumer researchers conclude that the images within adverts reproduce

and reinforce a number of ideological assumptions about the world (see Stern, 1996).

Influenced by the study of meaning (known as semiotics) they argue that the words and

images we use do not contain meaning but become meaningful in their use. The types of

words we find in adverts, which provide us with information but also try to persuade us,

change the meaning of those words. When we read a word like “home-made” in an ad, for

example, we most likely do not think it means the product was made at someone’s home.
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Marxist critiques of branding and advertising

Advertising, it has been argued convinces us we need things that we do not really want

(called “false needs”) and encourages us to focus on the symbolic rather than material

realities of the things we consume (called “commodity fetishism”). This line of argument is

closely associated with the Frankfurt School of critical theory (see Marcuse, 1972).
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Ethics and resistance to branding and
advertising

Overview

Many of the social perspectives of advertising and branding can be read as critiques of
advertising and branding practice. Indeed, according to Rory Sutherland, speaking as
President of the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising, ‘marketing raises enormous ethical
questions every day—at least it does if you’re doing it right’. We can now address these
ethical issues and explore how consumers and practitioners seek to escape the negative
consequences of branding and advertising.

Learning of objectives

By the end of this section you should be able to:
 Describe avoidance and resistance behaviors.

 Summarize ethics and moral critiques of branding and advertising.

 Apply ethics and moral critiques of branding and advertising to contemporary

practices.

 Produce a balanced assessment of the ethics and morality of contemporary branding

and advertising practices.

Avoidance and resistance

Many people engage in avoidance behaviours to limit their exposure to advertising. A
smaller segment actively seeks to undermine attempts to build brands through resistance
behaviors. These range from consumer activism such as vandalizing adverts to organized
campaigns to culture jam particular brands and advertising techniques. Ironically, much
innovation in contemporary branding and advertising practice is fueled by avoidance and
resistance (Donaton, 2004). Advertisers look for ways to get around avoidance behaviors
such as product placement and native advertising. Moreover, brands themselves seek to use
the techniques and styles perfected by resistance groups to build their brands.

The distorted mirror

Behind these avoidance and resistance practices are a set of ethics and moral criticisms
against branding and advertising. In a rare polemic on the issue in the leading Journal of
Marketing¸ Richard Pollay (1986) set out what he claimed was a consensus about the
negative effects of advertising. Among the critical literature, it is widely agreed that:

 Advertising has negative aggregate effects
 We are overconfident about our individual defenses against adverts
 Advertising makes us more irrational
 Adverts are offensively inoffensive
 Advertising and branding weaken community ties
 Advertising and branding shape individual behaviors negatively

Holbrook (1987) offers a direct response to Pollay’s (1986) summary. He suggests that while
these criticisms may be true, they make a number of questionable assumptions. For these
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reasons, and others, Holbrook (1987: 98) concludes that conventional wisdom or prevailing
opinion ‘follows only the weakest thread of logic, which tends to break’ when pushed.
Advertising, he continues, reflects cultural and social values. If we do not like advertising,
Holbrook argues, it is because we do not like our culture and society. Focusing on advertising
means we focus on a symptom not its cause.

Advertising ethics in practice

Researchers have explored the ethics involved in ‘the conduct of the advertising function’
within commercial organizations (Cunningham, 1999: 500). Broadly speaking, researchers
distinguish two forms of ethical concerns involved in advertising practice: Message ethics
and Business ethics. Where individual advertising workers sit on these issues is determined
by personal background, industry position, organizational context and their cultural
background. In general, Drumwright and Murphy (2004) highlight three positions that
advertising workers adopt when faced with ethical questions: moral muteness, moral myopia
and moral imagination.

Essential reading
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